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Abstract – It is an open fundamental question how the classical appearance of our environment
arises from the underlying quantum many-body theory. We propose that phenomena involved in
the quantum-to-classical transition can be probed in collisions of bright solitary waves in Bose-
Einstein condensates, where thousands of atoms form a large compound object at ultra cold
temperatures. For the experimentally most relevant quasi-1D regime, where integrability is bro-
ken through effective three-body interactions, we find that ensembles of solitary waves exhibit
complex interplay between phase coherence and entanglement generation in beyond mean-field
simulations using the truncated Wigner method: An initial state of two solitons with a well de-
fined relative phase looses that phase coherence in the ensemble, with its single particle two-mode
density matrix exhibiting similar dynamics as a decohering two mode superposition. This apparent
decoherence is a prerequisite for the formation of entangled superpositions of different atom num-
bers in a subsequent soliton collision. The necessity for the solitons to first decohere is explained
based on the underlying phase-space of the quintic mean field equation. We show elsewhere that
superpositions of different atom numbers later further evolve into spatially entangled solitons.
Loss of ensemble phase coherence followed by system internal entanglement generation appear in
an unusual order in this closed system, compared to a typical open quantum system.

Introduction. – Why most of the world around us
follows the classical laws of physics, while being built
from quantum mechanical microscopic constituents, is a
paramount puzzle of modern physics [1]. As experiments
are pushing towards superposition states with more and
more constituents [2–11], all points to a central role of
decoherence and system-environment entanglement in the
transition from quantum to classical appearance [1,12,13].
These both inherently rely on the ease with which entan-
glement proliferates in quantum many body systems.

In ultra-cold gaseous Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC),
thousands of atoms can form a compound object, a bright
soliton [14], due to their weakly attractive contact interac-
tions. These solitons are localized solutions of the Gross-
Pitaevskii equation (GPE) that governs the mean field of
the condensate [15, 16]. They are protected from disper-
sion by the non-linearity of atomic interactions, and regu-

larly created since 2002 [16–31], motivated by fundamental
studies and atom interferometry [29,32–37].

Quantum soliton [38,39] collisions in strictly one dimen-
sion (1D) can be studied using the integrable Lieb-Liniger-
MacGuire (LL) model [40], which prohibits atom transfer
between the colliding solitons, since an initial set of single
particle quasi-momenta cannot be changed by collisions
[41,42]. However, experiments to date are in the quasi-1D
(Q1D) regime, where transverse dynamics remains impor-
tant for atomic scattering. The integrability of the LL
model is then broken through effective three-body inter-
actions, due to virtual transitions of atoms to transverse
modes [43–45].

Here, we show that some properties of solitons and soli-
ton collisions can remain largely unaffected by integrabil-
ity breaking, while other properties are dramatically al-
tered. For typical experimental parameters [22], soliton
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Fig. 1: Interplay of coherence and entanglement generation
during soliton collisions. Initially, two separated solitons loose
coherence (brown stripes) in the ensemble due to phase diffu-
sion (from I to II). Only after this fragmentation will a collision
cause significant atom transfer K due to integrability breaking
in three dimensions. This subsequently gives rise to a quantum
state in which atom number, momentum and position of both
solitons are entangled (matching colored lines towards III).

shape [46] and fragmentation time-scales [47] are among
the former, and different aspects of collision dynamics
among the latter. A major qualitative change of dynam-
ics in Q1D arises through new collision channels, in which
atomic population can transfer between the colliding soli-
tons. Extending Ref. [48], our results explicitly take into
account integrability breaking interactions due to finite
transverse extent of the Bose gas, and employ the trun-
cated Wigner approximation (TWA) [49–52] to represent
the post-collision state sketched in Fig. 1.

As we shall show, in the emergent picture of a colliding
pair of solitons these first loose mutual phase coherence
in the ensemble, only to then strongly entangle (see also
Ref. [53]) through atom number changing collisions. Dis-
appearing visibility of quantum interference in averages
and ubiquitous entanglement generation between a quan-
tum system and its environment are both crucial for a
classical appearance arising from quantum mechanics [1].
Bright condensate solitons appear a versatile probe to ex-
plore this behavior of matter at the quantum-to-classical
boundary as their ensemble average exhibits both, tune-
able decoherence and tuneable generation of mesoscopic
entanglement, while the density evolution in each single
realisation of the ensemble remains observable through in-
situ imaging [22].

Soliton collisions – Collisions of inert classical ob-
jects are typically fully governed by initial positions and
momenta of collision partners. Quantum mechanically,
collisions might additionally depend on the quantum
phases in the many-body wave function. The latter also
play a central role in condensate soliton collisions, which
are controlled by the relative phase ϕ and distance d be-
tween the colliding solitons in mean field theory. We write
a twin soliton mean-field wave function as

φ0(x) = l(x)eikx + eiϕr(x)e−ikx, (1)

with left and right soliton shapes l(x) = N sech[(x +
d/2)/ξ], r(x) = N sech[(x− d/2)/ξ], where N normalises

each soliton to contain Nsol =
∫

dx|l(x)|2 =
∫

dx|r(x)|2
constituent atoms. The soliton widths are set by the heal-
ing length scale ξ, while solitons are a distance d apart
with relative phase ϕ. k is the wave number associated
with symmetric bulk soliton motion.

In 1D mean field theory, solitons evolve by the GPE,

i~
∂

∂t
φ(x, t) =

[
− ~2

2m

∂2

∂x2
+ g̃1D|φ(x, t)|2

]
φ(x, t), (2)

with 1D interaction strength g̃1D = 2as(~ω⊥) =
U0/(2πσ

2
⊥) < 0 derived from the 3D interaction strength

U0 = 4π~2as/m and a transverse oscillator length σ⊥ =√
~/(mω⊥). Here as is the scattering length, ω⊥ the trans-

verse trapping frequency and m the atomic mass. The
soliton width is then ξ = 2~2/(m|g̃1D|Nsol). For a simpli-
fied description, the Ansatz (1) can be inserted into (2)
to derive effective equations of motion for d(t) and ϕ(t),
predicting attractive collisions for ϕ = 0 and repulsive
collisions for ϕ = π [54, 55].

Beyond mean-field in the quasi-1D regime –
Here we go beyond Eq. (2), taking into account the ef-
fective modification of interactions by transverse modes
in an elongated Q1D trap, and incorporating quantum
correlations beyond mean field theory. It has been shown
in [43–45], that the former give rise to an effectively one
dimensional Hamiltonian

Ĥ =

∫
dx

{
Ψ̂†(x)

[
− ~2

2m

∂2

∂x2
+
g̃1D
2

Ψ̂†(x)Ψ̂(x)

]
Ψ̂(x)

− g̃2
3

Ψ̂†(x)Ψ̂†(x)Ψ̂†(x)Ψ̂(x)Ψ̂(x)Ψ̂(x)

}
. (3)

The field operator Ψ̂(x) annihilates an atom of mass m
at the longitudinal position x. Effective three body in-
teractions scale as g̃2 = U⊥/(3π

2σ4
⊥) > 0 with U⊥ =

72 ln(4/3)~3a2sπ2/(m2ω⊥) [45].
Using the usual techniques [49], we find the truncated

Wigner equation of motion for the stochastic wavefunction
φW (x, t) in Eq. (4) in a dimensionless form, by rescaling
the wavefunction as φW → φW

√
D, space as x → x/D

and time as t→ t/T where D = σ⊥ and T = ω−1⊥ :

i
∂

∂t
φW =

[
− 1

2

∂2

∂x2
+ g1D(|φW |2 − δc)

−q2
(
|φW |4 − 2|φW |2δc + δ2c

)]
φW .

(4)

The dimensionless interaction constants in (4) are g1D =
2as/σ⊥, and q2 = 24 ln[ 43 ]a2s/σ

2
⊥, while δc = δc(x, x) ≈

1/dx is a commutator [56] for finite grid-spacing dx.
To first discuss field theory, we drop δc and replace

φW (x) by the mean-field φ(x). Due to the quintic term,
soliton shapes change from l(x)→ L(x) and r(x)→ R(x)
in Eq. (1) such that [46]

R(x, t) =

√
−4µ

√
3/(4q2)√

g2 − 4µ cosh[2
√
−2µ(x− d(t))] + g

, (5)
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using g = −g1D
√

3/(4q2), and L(x, t) similarly with
d(t) → −d(t). The number of atoms in a soliton Nsol =√

6
q2

arctan

[
2
√
−µ

g+
√
g2−4µ

]
is controlled by the chemical po-

tential µ < 0. Soliton shapes are compared in Fig. 2 (a)
for two different quintic interaction strengths q2.

In the truncated Wigner approximation, we augment
the initial state (1) with the above quintic soliton modes
to a stochastic field φW (x), through the prescription
φW (x, 0) = φ0(x) + 1√

2
ζ(x), where φ0(x) is the initial

mean field wavefunction and ζ(x) is a complex Gaussian
distributed random function with correlations ζ(x)ζ(x′) =
0 and ζ∗(x)ζ(x′) = δc(x, x

′). The overline denotes
the stochastic average. Quantum correlations are found
through stochastic averages such as [52,57]

〈Ψ̂†(x)Ψ̂(x′)〉 = φ∗W (x)φW (x′)− δc(x, x′)/2, (6)

where the field operator Ψ̂(x) annihilates an atom at x.
For atoms with cubic nonlinearity, the TWA is valid for
short times and strong mean field [52], covering the cru-
cial moment of collision here. See [58, 59] for some early
applications of the TWA to solitons and their collisions.
We assume quintic nonlinearities do not strongly alter its
validity.

For analytical insight, we will also consider a two-mode
model (TMM) that arises from Eq. (3) by insertion of

the ansatz Ψ̂(x, t) = L[x, d(t)]â(t) + R[x, d(t)]b̂(t) for the
atomic quantum field, where â destroys a boson in the left
soliton, with mode function L(x, t) = L(x, t)/

√
Nsol, and b̂

does the same for the right soliton. Each atom can thus be
either in the left or the right soliton. The mode functions
depend on time through the inter-soliton separation d(t).
Inserting the Ansatz into (3) and assuming large d(t) so
that modes L(x) and R(x) do not overlap, we reach a
simple TMM Hamiltonian (~ = m = 1)

Ĥ = ω(â†â+ b̂†b̂) +
χ

2
(â†â†ââ+ b̂†b̂†b̂b̂)

+
η

3
(â†â†â†âââ+ b̂†b̂†b̂†b̂b̂b̂). (7)

In (7), ω =
∫
dx|(∂/∂x)L̄(x)|2/2 are single atom energies,

and χ = g1D
∫
dx|L̄(x)|4, η = −q2

∫
dx|L̄(x)|6 capture the

strength of interactions.

Three-body contribution to phase diffusion and
mode shape – Whether the two soliton modes are
phase coherent can be inferred from the eigenvalues
(2Nsol)λ̄± of the one-body density matrix (OBDM) [60]

% =

[
〈â†â〉 〈b̂†â〉
〈â†b̂〉 〈b̂†b̂〉

]
. (8)

If % has one dominant eigenvalue λ̄+ ≈ 1, all the atoms
reside in the same single particle state (orbital), which can
represent two solitons with complete phase coherence as
in (1). Otherwise the system is fragmented with no phase-

coherence between solitons [47,61], hence 〈â†b̂〉 = 0. It was

earlier shown that soliton trains fragment [47], which we
could trace back to phase diffusion [62–64] in Ref. [48]. We
now explore if this picture is modified through additional
three-body interactions.
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Fig. 2: Soliton shape and fragmentation of bright BEC
solitons with quintic non-linearity, for Nsol = 1000, g1D =
−2.3 × 10−4 corresponding to a scattering length as = −0.15
nm and ω⊥/(2π) = 800 Hz (a) The mean atomic density
n(x) = 〈Ψ̂†(x)Ψ̂(x)〉 from TWA using Eq. (6), of a soliton pair,
for two different quintic nonlinearities (light blue solid q2 =
q2a = 9.6 × 10−8, violet dot-dashed q2 = q2b = 7.68 × 10−7).
For q2 = 0, the shape is indistinguishable from the light blue
line. (b) Relative occupation λ̄k of all system orbitals (eigen-
values of (8)) from TWA (colored lines) and λ̄± from TMM
(black lines). We again compare q2a (marked with ◦ for TWA,
black solid for TMM) and q2b (without marker for TWA, black
dashed for TMM). Blue indicates the initially occupied orbital
and red the second orbital participating in fragmentation. Ma-
genta shows the sum of all other orbital populations in TWA.
The sampling error for all TWA results is not visible.

For two far separated solitons, such that (7) is valid,
we can evaluate the OBDM time-evolution, starting from
both solitons in a coherent state with mean number Nsol

corresponding to a pure BEC. We choose this state for
simplicity and its natural connection to mean field theory.
In experiments, the initial state will depend strongly on
the soliton preparation protocol [65–68]. The solutions
allow us to extract the relative occupation λ̄± of the two
system orbitals and hence degree of fragmentation as

λ̄± =
(

1± e2Nsol[cos(t/(2(Nsol−1)η+χ))−1]
)
/2, (9)

which becomes λ̄± ≈
(

1± e−[t/tfrag]
2
)
/2 at short times.

The system thus fragments on the timescale

tfrag =
∣∣∣√Nsol(2(Nsol − 1)η + χ)

∣∣∣−1 . (10)

For negligible quintic interactions, Eq. (10) reduces to the
fragmentation time of the cubic model [48]. We see that in
a general two-mode system, fragmentation can be acceler-
ated or delayed, depending on the relative sign of cubic or
quintic interactions. However for bright solitons χ, η < 0,
hence here the fragmentation process must be accelerated.

The TMM roughly agrees with the substantially more
involved TWA regarding this time-scale and its depen-
dence on η, as shown in Fig. 2 (b). For this comparison,
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we extract the OBDM %(x, x′) = 〈Ψ̂†(x)Ψ̂(x′)〉 from the
TWA simulation and diagonalise it as a function of time,
yielding eigenvalues λk(t) = (2Nsol)λ̄k(t). Initially, we
have a pure BEC of two solitons since λ̄+ = 1. If two λ̄k,
are of the order of unity, the system is fragmented. The fig-
ure shows that fragmentation occurs faster as the strength
of the quintic non-linearity increases. The chosen ex-
amples show a considerable acceleration of fragmentation
by stronger quintic interactions. However for parameters
corresponding to recent experiments [22], we would have
(Nsol−1)η = −8.86×10−7 compared to χ = −3.89×10−6,
thus the quintic contribution in Eq. (10) would have only a
minor impact there. Our assumption of an elongated Q1D
trap and the validity of the quintic correction model (7)
require Nsolη < χ, thus the fragmentation through phase
diffusion can only appear mildly accelerated in general.

Atom transfer in soliton collisions – In contrast
to the minor quantitative impact of three-body interac-
tions on fragmentation times, they can cause qualitatively
new features in quantum soliton collisions. To show this,
we now study the interplay of fragmentation and colli-
sions, using TWA. We separate the fragmentation and
collision time-scales by forcing solitons to collide at a set
time tcoll = |d/(2vini)|, where d and vini are their initial
distance and velocity. Since the noise added in the initial
state also causes an uncertainty of the soliton centre of
mass (CM) and velocity [69,70], the collision time tcoll be-
comes uncertain. This is a distraction from our focus on
the collision itself, hence we remove CM diffusion by post-
processing the noisy initial state as discussed in Ref. [53].
Subsequent to this step, solitons collide at the target time
tcoll for all realisations of the noise ζ(x). We also process
time-evolving trajectories to remove those for which the
number imbalance reaches 2a(t) = nL(t)− nR(t) > 10000
from averages such as (6). This is to eliminate breathers
and mergers as discussed in Ref. [53] and focus on colli-
sions with a binary final state. In the expression above,

nL(t) =
∫ 0

−∞ dx n(x, t) =
∫ 0

−∞ dx [|φW (x)|2 − δc(x, x)/2]
is the total atom number on the left side of the spatial
domain, nR is the total number on the right.

The TWA now allows a more complete study of soliton
motional and fragmentation dynamics than the methods
employed Ref. [48], adding the effective three-body inter-
actions ∼ q2. The colour shading in Fig. 3 (a,c,e) indicates
the mean atomic density n(x) = 〈Ψ†(x)Ψ̂(x)〉, obtained as
in Eq. (6), averaging over Ntraj = 20000 trajectories. As
discussed earlier, TWA also provides us the time evolu-
tion of the eigenvalues λ̄k of the OBDM, shown in panels
(b,d,f).

Prior to fragmentation, we find that solitons with ϕ = π
collide repulsively, as predicted by mean-field theory (2).
The case ϕ = 0 colliding before fragmentation is not shown
in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, since it leads to a merger [46] for
these parameters, which may entail collapse in three di-
mensions [71, 72]. After fragmentation, the mean colli-
sion appears repulsive for all ϕ. A new feature, unlocked

Fig. 3: Collision and coherence dynamics in controlled soli-
ton collisions with three-body interactions, before fragmen-
tation, at time tcoll < tfrag (a-b) and after fragmentation,
at time tcoll > tfrag (c-f), with the same initial velocity
vini ≈ 0.05. We use Nsol = 28000, g1D = −2.53 × 10−5 and
q2 = 1.10× 10−9 ≡ q̄2 unless otherwise indicated, correspond-
ing to a scattering length as = −0.030 nm and ω⊥/(2π) = 254
Hz, D = 2.38 µm, T = 0.62 ms. The initial relative phases
between solitons, ϕ, are indicated. (a,c,e) Mean atomic den-
sity n(x) = 〈Ψ̂†(x)Ψ̂(x)〉 from TWA in (a) and square root of
mean atomic density

√
n(x) to emphasize weak features in (c)

and (e). (black, zero; bright, high). (b,d,f) The two largest
orbital populations λ̄k(t) from TWA (solid blue and red). The
remaining populations are shown as thin black lines (two states
per line), and their sum as a thick one. (f) Roman numbers
refer to the three regimes shown in Fig. 1 and discussed in the
conclusion. Sampling errors are not visible on this scale.

by three-body interactions, is the widened position uncer-
tainty of solitons that collide after fragmentation. This
can be seen upon close inspection of the mean atomic
density in Fig. 3 (c,e), which appears more diffused af-
ter collisions. The cause are inelastic collisions, in which
the outgoing soliton velocity is not equal to the incoming
one.

To see this, we inspect the atom number distribution
within solitons denoted by P (a). Here, we encounter a
major qualitative difference between collisions with and
without three-body interactions, that constitutes our main
result. Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the atom number
difference nL − nR before and after the collisions. For
the case q2 = 0, the distribution stays conserved, see
thick green lines in panel (a). This feature is qualitatively
changed by three-body interactions. While the distribu-
tion remains narrow for the initial relative phase ϕ = π
and collisions prior to fragmentation, in panel (a), it is
widened for all initial relative phases by collisions after
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a

Fig. 4: The probability distributions for the atom number dif-
ference 2a = nL − nR from the TWA before collisions (violet
lines with •) and after collisions (other colours), for parameters
as in Fig. 3, near experiments in Ref. [22], which set q̄2. We
then vary the strength of three-body interactions q2 relative to
the reference value q̄2. Dotted lines close to solid lines indicate
the sampling error. We compare collisions before fragmenta-
tion in (a) with those after fragmentation in (b,c). The thick
green line in (a-c) is the post-collision distribution for vanishing
quintic term, q̄2 = 0. The snapshots are at the times marked
by (blue ?) in Fig. 3 before the collision (here violet lines with
•) and after the collision (here other lines).

fragmentation, in panels (b) and (c). We compare this
effect in Fig. 4 for various values of q2, relative to the ref-
erence value q̄2, representing the experimental parameters
of Ref. [22], and find a non-monotonic dependence of the
distribution width on q2, explained shortly.

Collisions with q2 6= 0 are dramatically different from
those with q2 = 0 because the quintic nonlinear term
breaks the integrability of the TWA equations (4). While
we had already reported atom transfer similar to Fig. 4 in
Ref. [48], methods there broke integrability in an uncon-
trolled manner even for q2 = 0. Here, the TWA captures
both, integrability for q2 = 0 and its breakdown through
the same scattering terms that break it in soliton colli-
sion experiments of interest. Neither fragmentation nor
the widening of the number distribution is quantitatively
changed, if we include combined 1,2 and 3-body loss of
about 1.78% of atoms while fixing N(tcoll), with methods
discussed in [73].

We now explain why atom transfer in Fig. 4 is only
prominent after fragmentation and not before. To this
end, we use a phase-space picture for the single stochastic
trajectories arising from (4), discussed in the next section.

Fragmentation enhances atom transfer – To
understand the different atom transfer probabilities be-

0.8 0.0 0.8
z

1.5

0.0

1.5

/ 

(a)

0.8 0.0 0.8
z

1.5

0.0

1.5
(b)

Fig. 5: (a,b) Phase-space portrait (black lines) for population
imbalance z and inter-soliton phase difference ϕ, governing
Eqs. (11a) and (11b) for parameters guided by Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
We took a fixed distance d = 11, the closest approach in Fig. 3.
Then χ = −2.9 × 10−6, η = −1.8 × 10−11, Ū = −4.3 × 10−8,
T̄ = −1.8 × 10−7, K̄ = 2.2 × 10−14, K̃ = 7.5 × 10−14,
J̃ = 9.4 × 10−13 and K = −0.0049. Superimposed, we show
(a) Trajectories corresponding to collisions before fragmenta-
tion for initial relative phase close to ϕ = 0 (red • at t = 0, blue
• at t = 25), and for initial relative phase close to ϕ = π (teal
• at t = 0, brown • at t = 25). (b) Trajectories corresponding
to collisions after complete fragmentation with random initial
relative phase (brown • at t = 0, violet • at t = 25, red ? at
t = 25 with q2 → 2q̄2, for q̄2 defined in Fig. 3). Black dotted
vertical lines at z=0 are a guide to the eye.

fore and after fragmentation, we move to the two-
mode mean-field model for a soliton pair, writing
φ(x, t) = ψL(t)l̄(x, d0) + ψR(t)r̄(x, d0) for a representa-
tive fixed d0, with time-dependent amplitudes ψL,R(t) =√
NL,Re

iθL,R(t), where l(x, t) = l(x, t)/
√
Nsol, NL,R and

θL,R are the number of atoms and phases of left and right
soliton respectively. For the analytical results presented
here, we use l(x) for simplicity. We now insert this re-
stricted ansatz into the mean field version of Eq. (4) and
following [74], rewrite the result in terms of the fractional
population imbalance z = (NL − NR)/(2Nsol) and inter-
soliton phase difference ϕ = θR − θL, to reach equations
of motion

ż = [f1(z) cos (ϕ) + f2(z, cos(2ϕ))] sin (ϕ), (11a)

ϕ̇ = g1(z) cos (ϕ) + g2(z) cos(2ϕ) + g3(z) cos (3ϕ), (11b)

where the functions fk and gk are given in the supple-
mentary Material. Since Eq. (14) can be derived from an
effective Hamiltonian as in Ref. [74], solutions for different
initial conditions create a phase space portrait for the two
dynamical variables z and ϕ, shown in Fig. 5 as thin black
lines.

To understand our TWA results in Fig. 4, we view the
stochastic realisations of (4) as noisy trajectories in this
phase-space. When projecting onto the two-mode problem
Eq. (14), the noise ζ(x) contained in φW (x, t = 0) causes
a randomisation of the initial population imbalance z(0)
and initial relative phase ϕ(0). This can be modelled by
a swarm of trajectories in the phase space of Fig. 5, for
which the initial distributions of z(0) and ϕ(0) roughly
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correspond to those in Fig. 4. We extract a Gaussian fit for
these two, p(z) ∼ e−z

2/(2σ2
z) and similarly for ϕ, and find

σz = 494.96/Ntot and σϕ = 0.045 π for the distributions
prior to collision in Fig. 4.

We then use a corresponding ensemble of initial condi-
tions as shown in Fig. 5(a), normally distributed around
z(0) = 0, φ(0) = 0 (red swarm of points) and z(0) =
0, φ(0) = π (teal swarm of points), to understand how
phase differences affect atom transfer prior to fragmenta-
tion. At a later time t = 25, roughly corresponding to the
duration of the collision in Fig. 3, we find that the tra-
jectories starting near z(0) = 0 and φ(0) = 0 move only
slightly away from the unstable fixed point (blue points),
while those starting near z(0) = 0 and φ(0) = π remain
close to the stable fixed point (brown points), as expected
from the underlying phase space structure. Neither depart
significantly from the line z = 0, explaining why the pre-
fragmentation scenario in Fig. 4 (a) shows negligible atom
transfer. To understand atom transfer after fragmenta-
tion, we follow a similar approach. A fragmented state
can be described as a weighted average of coherent states
[61]. To represent a completely unknown relative phase,
we thus start with a uniform random distribution of all
relative phase differences φ ∈ [−π, π), retaining the same
distribution of z(0) used earlier (brown swarm of points in
Fig. 5 (b)). Here we find a large fraction of the trajectories
moving significantly away from the line z = 0 by t = 25
(violet points), due to the structure of phase space. This
qualitatively explains the significant widening of the num-
ber distribution after fragmentation in Fig. 4 (b,c). We
also capture the feature of Fig. 4, that increasing q2 does
not necessarily lead to a wider final distribution, see red
star points. This is due to cancellations among the TMM
coefficients.

For the results in Fig. 5, the evolution times t roughly
correspond to the duration τ of collisions in Fig. 3 and
also the TMM parameters match that scenario. It is thus
encouraging that the variances of distributions for z ob-
tained almost quantitatively match those shown in Fig. 4.
However one must bear in mind that the real soliton colli-
sion trajectory gives rise to a time-dependent d(t) and thus
time-dependent phase space structure, which will compli-
cate the intuitive picture above. Coefficients in Eq. (14)
can also change sign depending on d, which causes a swap
of stable and unstable fixed points.

Exploring the quantum to classical transition –
The significant widening of the atom number distribution
during a collision of bright solitons in Fig. 4 implies the
generation of entanglement due to the number conserva-
tion of the underlying interactions [53,75]. Further, if one
soliton gains atoms at the expense of the other, momen-
tum conservation requires it to move more slowly after-
wards. The total post-collision many-body state then has
the structure

|Ψ 〉 =
∑
nL

cnL
|nL, v(nL);nR, v(nR) 〉, (12)

shown in Fig. 1. The states |nL, v(nL);nR, v(nR) 〉 in
Eq. (12) represent nL atoms in the left soliton, which
moves with velocity v(nL), similarly for the right one. cnL

are coefficients, underlying the distribution P (a) = |ca|2
shown in Fig. 4. The schematic (12) constitutes a hyper-
entangled soliton state, the realisation of which we explic-
itly demonstrate in Ref. [53] assuming pure states, using
joint momentum and position uncertainties of solitons.

Conclusions and outlook – We have studied col-
lisions of BEC bright solitary waves, explicitly includ-
ing effective three-body interactions that break integra-
bility in the Q1D setting [43–45], for experimentally real-
istic parameters guided by Ref. [22], using the the trun-
cated Wigner approximation. While fragmentation due
to phase-diffusion and soliton mode shapes are typically
not significantly affected by these interactions for realistic
parameters, we show that the collision dynamics changes
qualitatively compared to the description neglecting these
contributions: We demonstrate a significant change of the
atom number distribution within each soliton by the colli-
sion due to three-body interactions, in contrast to the case
of two-body interactions where this distribution is con-
served. This corresponds to a conversion of relative phase
fluctuation into relative number fluctuations. Atom trans-
fer may thus enable a direct probe of three-body interac-
tions and phase distributions. We explained why frag-
mentation is a prerequisite for this atom transfer when
starting from a repulsive relative phase ϕ = π, based on
the phase-space structure of the noisy mean field model.

The Bose gas many-body state passes through three
stages, indicated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3, in which the OBDM
shows a single (I), two (II) or many (III) occupied states.
Firstly coherence between the solitons is lost through
phase-diffusion, from I to II. Then, from region II to
III, quantum many-body dynamics in the collision leads
to a state (12) entangling atom numbers, positions and
velocities of both solitons. All three stages can be ob-
served in experiments [22] and time-scales controlled. Also
any entanglement degradation subsequent to the collision
through losses or thermal scattering can be probed. Hence
colliding bright solitons appear promising to gain a deeper
understanding of the quantum-classical transition, owing
to their relatively simple underlying Hamiltonian (3), yet
complex emergent collisions.
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Supplementary Material –

Euler-Lagrange equations – The non-linear two mode dynamical equations in terms of fractional population
imbalance and inter-soliton phase difference are given by

ż = [f1(z) cos (ϕ) + f2(z, cos(2ϕ))] sin (ϕ), (13a)

ϕ̇ = [g1(z) cos (ϕ) + g2(z) cos(2ϕ) + g3(z) cos (3ϕ)] (13b)

in the main text. In detail the coefficient functions are given by

f1(z) = 2Ntot(Ū + 2K̃Ntot)(1− z2), (14a)

f2(z, cos(2ϕ)) = −
√

1− z2
[
2K − 2NtotT̄ −N2

tot

[
J̃(1 + z2) + K̄[2 + cos(2ϕ)](1− z2)

]]}
, (14b)

g1(z) =
z

2
√

1− z2

{
2Ntot

√
1− z2

(
χ− 2Ū −Ntot(η + 3K̃)

)
+
[
4K − 4NtotT̄ +N2

tot

[
J̃(2− 6z2)− 9K̄(1− z2)

] ]}
, (14c)

g2(z) = − z

2
√

1− z2

{
2Ntot

(
2NtotK̃ + Ū

)√
1− z2

}
, (14d)

g3(z) = − z

2
√

1− z2

{
K̄N2

tot(1− z2)

}
. (14e)

where Ntot = 2Nsol and only η and χ, defined in the main text, are independent of the distance d. In contrast,
defining the integral O(α, β) =

∫
dx l̄(x)αr̄(x)β , we have Ū = g1DO(2, 2), T̄ = g1DO(3, 1), K̃ = q2O(4, 2),

K̄ = q2O(3, 3), J̃ = q2O(5, 1), which all depend on d, as does K =
∫
dx(∂/∂x)l̄(x)(∂/∂x)r̄(x)/2. χ and η have the

same form as in the main text, but with the replacement L̄(x)→ l̄(x) and R̄(x)→ r̄(x) for the application of
Eq. (13).

Soliton atom transfer in the Lieb-Liniger model – Since the completely one dimensional soliton collision
with q2 = 0 can be studied using the analytical solution of the LL model [40,76] as in Refs. [41, 42], it is tempting to
corroborate the unlocking of inter-soliton atom transfer by q2 6= 0 also in that framework. We found that approach

quickly intractable when trying to handle localized solitons, but could show the non-vanishing of the matrix element
of three-body interactions between a state with two delocalized solitons with atom numbers (Nsol, Nsol) and

momenta (p0,−p0) [41,42] and one with numbers (Nsol − k,Nsol + k) and momenta (p′1, p
′
2) such that the total

momentum is conserved.
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